ALL 2018 ENTRANTS:

The quilts entered in the 2018 IQA Judged Show have been juried. The quilts that have been selected for exhibition are listed below. Entrants are listed by last name/surname with the accepted quilt’s title listed below the entrant’s name. Please check the list below for your quilt, and come back to this page for more information.

IF YOUR QUILT IS NOT ON THE LIST:

From the field of quilts entered, it is obvious our members send only their best efforts to this competition. While we would love to display every quilt entered, the reality is that our show was limited to 62% of the quilts entered this year, and those were selected by a jury. Narrowing the entries was a very difficult task. If your quilt is not listed below, we regret that it was not selected for this year’s show.

There are many reasons why an entry might not be chosen for a particular show. Due to limited exhibit space, many nice pieces may be eliminated simply because of numbers, and the field of competition in the show certainly plays a part. In any show where entries must be juried from visuals, the quality of the image is extremely important. The display of the quilt, dark images, small images, blurred images, or those that are of low resolution can put a magnificent quilt at an unfortunate disadvantage, and there were a number of quilts in that situation this year. If you cannot have your quilt professionally photographed, or are unsure of your own abilities, please review our Tips for Good Photography.

We applaud and appreciate the creative efforts of all our members, and we hope you will be able to attend this year’s show. Most importantly, we encourage you to continue to participate in future IQA shows.

IF YOUR QUILT IS LISTED BELOW:

Congratulations on your quilt’s selection for this year’s Judged Show! Your quilt is due in the IQA office any time between now and August 22, 2018. The number listed after your quilt title is the quilt number referred to in the shipping paperwork. You will need this number when you ship your quilt. If there are any questions, please contact Crystal Battarbee in the IQA office at iqa@quilts.com. More information is included in the following Letter and Shipping Information Packets.

If you are returning your quilt to a location within the USA, click on the following link for a letter, shipping instructions, and forms:

2018 USA Letter and Shipping Information

If you are an international entrant and are returning your quilt to a location outside the U.S.A., click on the following link for a letter, shipping instructions, and forms:

2018 International Letter and Shipping Information
Abbott, Betsy
  • Desert Solitaire, #MA-15010

Abramshe, Margaret
  • Cowgirls, #SD-22023

Adams, Gretchen
  • Raven’s Flight, #M-14005

Alexiou, Christine
  • Allegory of Life, #PS-17021

An, Eunjoo
  • A Self-portrait in an Ancient Bronze Mirror, #AL-1011

Anderson, Frieda
  • Lone Tree, #MA-15014

Anderson, Linda
  • Velvet Flowers, #PS-17027

Andersson, Marika
  • Tell it in Tones, #PPF-18021

Aoki, Makiko
  • Tree Wearing Autumn Leaves, #N-16023

Arcenegui Bono, Cristina
  • I Spy a Mouse, #MQF-12007
  • The Jump, #MQF-12008

Arkinson, Janet
  • Baby Bear, #M-14014

Arnold, Frances
  • Rainbow Pineapples, #PCL-20014

Asmussen, Carolina
  • Au Revoir, #PCS-21010
  • Inside my Bubbles, #MQS-13004

Austin, Esterita
  • Auto Arachnid, #PS-17010
  • The Space Between Us, #MA-15008
Baeth, Joanne
- *Magical, #PS-17007*

Bardwell, Michelle
- *Cathedral Rose, #P-19026*

Beach, Mel
- *Orange You Glad I Got the Blues?, #AS-2030*
- *Spinning Stars, #PCL-20025*

Beachy-Hughes, Linda
- *Rube Goes Quilting, #FW-8016*

Bearden, Thelma
- *Another Blue Moon, #AS-2011*

Beaver, Judith
- *Hot Time in the City, #AS-2039*

Belanger, Lise
- *Gentle Soul, #AK-4031*

Beskow, Judy
- *Crossing the Brazos, #P-19017*

Betts, Belinda
- *Facets of Light, #PCL-20023*

Binotto, Barbara
- *Acadia’s Own—Cobblestone Bridge, #SD-22006*

Bleiweiss, Susan
- *Graffiti 2, #FW-8007*
- *Graffiti II, #FW-8006*

Blood, Inger
- *United, #AS-2010*

Bohnhoff, Vicki
- *Dancing Bird, #SD-22029*

Bohnsack, Julie
- *Dezi’s Joy, #PPF-18002*
Borys, Noreen
- *American Pie*, #PCS-21005

Boschert, Deborah
- *Provisions*, #P-19033
- *Rising Resting*, #N-16026

Bowker, Jennifer
- *After the Last Sky*, #PPF-18038
- *My Tangled Garden*, #MQS-13012

Branjord, Sandra
- *Who Let The Dogs In?*, #ALT-3032

Briones Calleja, Adriana
- *Let’s Play*, #P-19019

Brokenshire, Andrea
- *Blue Anemone*, #PS-17002

Brown, Peggy
- *Lost in the Sun*, #SD-22015
- *Pages in My Book*, #PS-17015

Brown, Tanya
- *Cranky Claus*, #SD-22011

Bruce, Sandra
- *Dame Lorraine*, #PPF-18006
- *Summertime*, #PPF-18007

Budd, Elizabeth
- *Dali Dreams*, #SD-22012

Butterworth, Catherine
- *Flowering Star*, #PCL-20008
- *From the Inside Out*, #PCL-20007

Buzzalino, Ana
- *What Remains…*, #PS-17014

Calle, Lisa H
- *Oh, My Bleeding Heart*, #MQF-12005
Carrington, Debbie
- *The Legend of the Blue Willow*, #ALT-3039

Carvalho, Sharon
- *Julia’s Tree*, #SD-22009

Cavaness, Amy
- *Indigo Afternoon*, #N-16005

Cervetto, Valeria
- *Playing in the Waterfall*, #SD-22013

Chen, Jing
- *Take Dream as a Horse*, #AK-4019

Chiba, Sachiko
- *Flower Festival*, #MQH-11001

Chuang, Hsiu-Hui
- *Caisson Ceiling*, #PCL-20031

Collins, Peg
- *Ode To Joy*, #AS-2021

Colozzi, Sue
- *Reeds in the Marsh*, #N-16016
- *Sunset From Little Island*, #N-16015

Comerut Ramirez, Marina
- *La Dama de Cerdanyola*, #PS-17025

Compton, Patricia
- *Fire Island Hosta*, #PCL-20033

Converse, Carson
- *Passage*, #AS-2035

Crine, Debra
- *Mac Macaw*, #PS-17003

Cuthbertson, Robyn
- *Steampunk in Stitches*, #M-14011

Czaban, Lynn
- *A Bright Idea*, #PPF-18037
Daisy, Rachael
  • Fair and Square, #ALT-3010

de Vanny, Susan
  • On Reflection: Cape Town, Harbour Fenders, #P-19002

Denney, Rhonda
  • Henry the Goat, #AK-4032
  • Wolf—The Eyes Have It, #PS-17030

DeRay, Mary
  • Simply...Sashiko!, #ALT-3033

Docherty, Margaret
  • Christmas Roses, #APL-5012

Donges, Henry
  • Twins With Friends—Do You Feel a Breeze?, #PPF-18034

Donges, Kay
  • Neon Lights—You Just Can’t Stay 17 Forever!, #P-19035

Donohue, Darlene
  • My Baltimore Journey, #APL-5017

Dort, Rhonda
  • My Vintage Linens Quilt, #G-9018

Dumont, Colette
  • Fleur de Glace, #ALT-3005

Durbin, Pat
  • Stepping Up, #P-19016

Eckmeier, Karen
  • Into the Light, #PCS-21008
  • Turning Over a New Leaf, #PCS-21009

Ehr, Georgette
  • No Hurry, No Worries, Life Simplified, #MQH-11002

Eklow, Robbi Joy
  • Another Time and Place, #AL-1019
Ellis, Lisa
- *Beach Textures, #ALT-3029*
- *Effervescence, #ALT-3011*

Endo, Noriko
- *White Trees & Butterflies, #ALT-3021*

Engler, Suzan
- *The Architecture of Trees, #SD-22022*

Ezawa, Yoko
- *Life!, #MQH-11008*

Fagan, Ree
- *Superdex, #SD-22005*

Fallert-Gentry, Caryl Bryer
- *Lepidopteran #5, #AS-2020*

Farkas, Megan
- *Joseph’s Coat, #MQH-11004*

Farre, Ana Maria
- *Pisando Fuerte, #P-19007*

Farre, Ana Maria
- *Una Pasteleria con Encanto, #P-19008*

Ferre, Renee
- *China of Scraps...Porcelaine de Chiffons, #PCL-20004*

Fisher, Karen G.
- *Dear Paula, With Sincere Thanks, #PCL-20024*
- *Medieval, #APS-6007*

Fleschner, Linda
- *Christmas Poppies, #PCL-20020*

Fogg, Janet
- *Not Forgotten, #P-19020*

Fogg, Laura
- *Night of the Super Moon, #N-16031*
- *Oh Baby...We’ve Come a Long Way, #ALT-3036*
Frampton-Cooper, Sheila
  •  *Crystal Mer*, #AS-2029

Freshour, Trina
  •  *Afternoons with the Fauns*, #BPA-7008

Frydl, Kumiko
  •  *Secret in the Garden*, #M-14002

Gamble, Nneka Kusema
  •  *Ramphastos Sulfuratus*, #MA-15034

Ghauri-Young, Mimi
  •  *Finding Balance*, #APS-6004
  •  *Renewal*, #N-16014

Gieszler, Joyce Dean
  •  *My Roots Run Deep*, #PCS-21006

Gisi, Shirley
  •  *Cool Jazz*, #AS-2031

Godden, Helen
  •  *Lindsey*, #PPF-18028
  •  *VIVid*, #PS-17016

Gonzalez-Angulo, Olga
  •  *Reflection...in Front of the Wall!!!*, #PPF-18031

Graeber, Tami
  •  *Byzantine Beauties, The Pots of Istanbul*, #PS-17006

Graf, Ann
  •  *A London Memory*, #N-16024

Gravells, Leah
  •  *Flax Fields*, #AS-2001

Griffiths, Denise
  •  *Floris Circularis*, #ALT-3018

Grisdela, Cindy
  •  *Partly Sunny*, #AS-2028
Grob, Sherrie

Grover, Karen
- *Buttermilk and Blue Skies*, #BPA-7005

Hahn, Betty
- *Introspection*, #PS-17031
- *Revival*, #SD-22028

Haillot, Claire
- *Some Like it Hot*, #PCS-21011

Hall, Leslie
- *Liberty Tonic*, #FW-8015

Haller, Robin M.
- *Cache Wildflowers*, #G-9005

Hancock, Joy
- *Mr. Ayer’s Pumpkin Patch*, #P-19023

Hansen, Sharon
- *Flowers For Remembrance*, #MQF-12004

Hart, Robin
- *The Orion Nebula*, #PS-17012

Harwell, Ann
- *Hurricane vs Infrastructure*, #AS-2014
- *St. Philip’s Through a Live Oak*, #PPF-18015

Hata, Kayoko
- *Card Trick*, #H-10005

Hattori, Chiyoko
- *From Deep Forest*, #BPA-7001

Haworth, Jane
- *Bullseye X Nine*, #AK-4009
- *Oliver*, #MA-15036

Hayman, Jan
- *The Shoemaker’s Wife*, #SD-22010
Hayward, Peter
- *Steering By The Stars*, #APS-6003

Hedges, Margery
- *Painted Ladies*, #P-19005

Henderson, Neroli
- *The Eternity Spiral*, #PS-17019
- *We All Have a Story to Tell*, #SD-22025

Hickman, Charlotte
- *Needle-felted Sunflowers*, #ALT-3001
- *Thread-painted Hollyhocks*, #N-16003

Hillman, Jackie
- *Purple Passion*, #PCS-21004

Humphries, Miyuki
- *Roman Baths*, #MA-15017

Hutchison, Jan
- *Bringing Down the House*, #FW-8003

Iida, Naomi
- *Hibiscus Bouquet*, #M-14004

Imai, Toshiko
- *The Days Spent With Baltimore*, #APL-5006

Ito, Chizuko
- *Song of Early Spring*, #MQH-11005

Jaeger, June
- *The Provider*, #PPF-18022

James, Donna
- *Good Fortune*, #MQF-12003

James, Robert
- *Gail Shopped at Logan’s Patchwork*, #PCS-21002

Jang, Mikyung
- *At Seventeen*, #MQS-13007
- *Ready to Dance?*, #MQS-13006
Johnson, Beth Porter
  • *Rhythms Within III*, #AS-2006

Johnston, Maren
  • *Spare Pears*, #AS-2023
  • *Winter Squash*, #AL-1013

Joncas, Sandra
  • *Baja Beauty*, #N-16012

Jones, Ginny Selber
  • *This One’s Mine*, #PCL-20029

Jones, Liz
  • *Byzantium*, #ALT-3006
  • *Sophia*, #APL-5004

Kanayama, Mari
  • *Memory (Grandmother)*, #H-10014

Katsuno, Yachiyo
  • *Moana Lani*, #H-10024

Katsuno, Yosuke
  • *A Gathering of Birds*, #G-9015

Kawakami, Ayako
  • *Hometown of Kirara*, #APL-5015
  • *Kirara’s Music Festival*, #M-14007

Kawashima, Nariko
  • *Quest*, #PCS-21003

Kennedy-Zafred, Patricia
  • *Silent Canary*, #SD-22021

Kim, Ji Yeon
  • *The Twilight Hours*, #PS-17026

King, Susan Fletcher
  • *My Mother’s Flower Garden*, #N-16013

Klingerman, Paula
  • *Always Vigilant*, #MA-15003
Korioth, Margarita
- *Leaf Ballet, #SD-22004*

Kotani, Nobuko
- *Keanu, the Hawaiian Mountain Breeze, #G-9010*

Kuo, Chih Ting
- *Born in Formosa, #MA-15037*

Kusaka, Takashi
- *Ua Lani Hawaii, #G-9019*

Lacy, Kimberly
- *Antelope Canyon Mosaic, #AL-1004*
- *Copper Enamel Ammonite, #PS-17004*

Landi, Marina
- *An Old Woman With Joyous Face, #PPF-18019*

Lee, Karen
- *Fallen Petal, #AL-1023*

Leme, Aparecida
- *Savannah Oak Tree, #N-16020*

Leslie, Judy
- *Exuberance, #N-16027*

Li, Li
- *Autumn, #PPF-18024*
- *Flower, #MA-15016*

Little, Penelope
- *Maasai Boys to Men, #G-9001*

Littmann, Tonya
- *Buddy Dog, #MA-15022*

Lloyd, Barbara
- *Strength and Beauty, #PPF-18001*

Lohrenz, Karlyn Bue
- *As Eve Draws Near, #P-19006*
Lorenz, Mary
- *Blue Moon*, #ALT-3004

Lynn, Lynda
- *Monreale and Mom*, #PCL-20017

Lyon, Jenny K.
- *Prairie Conversation*, #MQS-13011

Marquez, Marisa
- *Diversity in Color*, #MQS-13008
- *Rainy Day in Madrid*, #MQS-13009

Mathur, Madhu
- *Dreamcatcher at Dusk*, #PCL-20001

Matsushima, Setsuko
- *Over The Waves*, #PCL-20002

McCann, Christina
- *OR-7*, #AK-4012
- *Roots and Branches*, #P-19010

McCauley, Sherri Lipman
- *Spiraled*, #PS-17033

McCoin, Marian
- *Over the River and Through the Woods*, #P-19009

McDonnell, Margot
- *A Slice of Norway: Along the Fjord*, #G-9002

McKie, Barbara
- *Eastern Blue Bird*, #MA-15011
- *Hawaiian Red Crested Cardinal*, #SD-22014

McNeil, Kathy
- *All You Need is Love*, #AK-4008
- *Sacred Places*, #N-16002

Miller, Beth
- *Bird Talk*, #FW-8018

Minyoung, Ha
- *The First Snow at the End of Autumn*, #SD-22018
Miwa, Mariko
- *Beautiful Autumn, #P-19004*

Miyahara, Hideko
- *Collage Factory, #AL-1002*

Miyama, Hiroko
- *Sumire, #AK-4003*

Miyama, Masanobu
- *Animal Kingdom of Nagano, #MA-15001*

Mizuno, Megumi
- *Be Happy, #H-10006*

Moellers, Carol
- *Sacred Ground, #PCS-21019*

Mogan, Susan
- *Aviatrix Redux, #PCS-21017*
- *Gulf Coast Sunrise, #AS-2036*

Mollon, Sandra
- *Baker Beach, #P-19021*

Moore, Jeannie
- *No Worries, #AK-4027*

Morris, Nancy
- *Five Shades of Grey, #PCL-20022*

Morris-Plise, Trish
- *Hanging Woman, #SD-22002*

Morrissey, Carol
- *Keith and Mick, #AK-4035*
- *Kora, #PPF-18042*

Mosher, Natalie
- *Two Socks, #AK-4025*

Murakami, Miki
- *Overlapping Log Cabin, #AL-1015*
Murray, Mandy  
- *Dame of Australia*, #FW-8004  
- *Wild Spirit: Prince of the Woods*, #FW-8005

Nakagawa, Sachiko  
- *Fluttering Birds Baltimore Quilt*, #APL-5011

Nakajima, Toyoko  
- *Bouquet of Moon*, #MQH-11006

Nanos, Karen  
- *Piece-full Stars*, #PCL-20028

Navarro Sirera, Ximo  
- *Hope*, #MQS-13005

Naylor, Philippa  
- *Measure For Measure*, #M-14001

Nelson, Roxanne  
- *Ruby*, #PPF-18039  
- *Technicolor Dream Parrot*, #AK-4033

Nemesh, Bethanne  
- *Into the Westward Sun*, #MQF-12001

Neumann, Annedore  
- *Pleasures and Passions—Born Under Wet Signs III*, #MA-15021

Neville, Cindy Bell  
- *Break Through*, #MA-15033

New, Betty  
- *The Arc*, #PPF-18008

Nicolau, Monica  
- *Summer Time*, #PPF-18029

Nobata, Reiko  
- *Happiness*, #AL-1018

Nozawa, Noriko  
- *May I Have This Dance?*, #PPF-18020

Nufer, Beth  
- *Carnival*, #PCL-20013
Olson, Mary
  •  *Perseverance*, #APL-5010

Olson, Theresa
  •  *Key West Postcard*, #P-19011

Onishi, Tomiko
  •  *Happy Vegetable Fish*, #FW-8014

Ootomo, Naomi
  •  *Paradise of Flowers and Fountains*, #BPA-7003

Orduna Pons, Anna
  •  *Barcelona*, #MQS-13002

Ota, Tomoko
  •  *My Flower Garden*, #APL-5007

Pabst, Amy
  •  *Chenault*, #PCS-21012
  •  *Streak of Lightning*, #M-14006

Paquin, Gabrielle
  •  *Two Black Sisters*, #AS-2005

Parrott, Ellen
  •  *Ashes Of Roses*, #PPF-18026
  •  *Flower Girl*, #PPF-18027

Petrocelli, Angela
  •  *Celtic Migration*, #PCL-20032

Pfeil, Claudia
  •  *Fractal*, #AL-1007

Ponischil, Karen
  •  *Bald Head Island Beauty*, #PS-17028

Porter, Karlee
  •  *The Royal Huntress*, #SD-22030

Proffetty, Heidi
  •  *Is She Ready Yet?*, #PPF-18040
Quesnell, Cheryl
- *Sunset Serenity, #N-16010*

Rawson, Teresa Yielding
- *Contentment: A 25th Anniversary Celebration, #APS-6001*

Reed, Jan
- *Going Through The Change, #N-16021*

Reynolds, Sherry
- *Eternal Beauty, #PCL-20015*

Richard, Cindy
- *Put Up Your Feet and Take It Easy, #PPF-18033*

Richards, Cindy Rounds
- *Busy Bees, #SD-22033*

Ridley, Paula
- *Bradley Pond, #N-16017*

Rinehart, Lynn
- *Transform, #G-9004*

Roach, Brenda
- *Circle the Dots, #PCS-21001*

Rovegno, Inez
- *Loss, #N-16029*

Rovegno, Inez
- *Power, #PPF-18035*

Roy, Linda
- *Lady Millie, #MQH-11003*

Ruano Navarro, Sandra
- *Ipsum, #P-19025*

Ruiz, Sarah
- *Geometry of Circles, #APS-6009*

Saito, Aiko
- *The Beautiful Tiles of Park Guell, #G-9012*
Sakagami, Masako
  •  *Life 2*, #N-16018

Sakai, Aki
  •  *Happy Easter*, #M-14003  
  •  *Small Happy Crazy Quilt*, #ALT-3015

Sanada, Masako
  •  *When Everyone’s Heart Blooms*, #BPA-7002

Sassaman, Jane
  •  *Spring Trio*, #N-16022  
  •  *The Urn*, #P-19032

Schlotzhauer, Sharon L.
  •  *Ghost Town of St. Elmo*, #MA-15023

Schueller, Birgit
  •  *Hole Cloth*, #AS-2003

Seaberg, Pamela
  •  *Spring Song*, #MA-15002

See, Cheryl
  •  *Hawaiian Improv*, #H-10001

Segura, Rebecca Lilly
  •  *Hard Working Man*, #MA-15009

Seifert, Teresa
  •  *Reflection*, #P-19014

Sharp, Sara
  •  *Nurture*, #PPF-18023

Sharp, Sara
  •  *Winter Shadows*, #P-19018

Shell, Maria
  •  *Mirror Ball*, #AL-1024
  •  *Tic Tac OH!*, #PCS-21021

Sherman, Mark
  •  *Chi Rho*, #ALT-3023
Shimizu, Yukiko
- *Anthurium, #G-9017*

Shindo, Mutsuko
- *Coral Paradise, #G-9011*

Shiraishi, Chieko
- *Polish Pottery, #H-10020*

Simmons, Nancy
- *Farm Market Blooms, #PCL-20016*

Smith, Linda Berry
- *Papaw and Hunter, #PPF-18018*

Smith, Lou Ann
- *Conversations, #AL-1009*
- *Spooning, #AL-1010*

Smith, Sarah Ann
- *Autumn on Blueberry Lane, #N-16025*

Sneyd, Mary Jane
- *Babe in Arms, #PPF-18013*

Soules, Jan
- *Purple Coneflowers, #N-16007*
- *Stone Lakes, #AS-2041*

Spiering, Vicki
- *Circles, #MA-15031*
- *Shred the Gnar, #PPF-18036*

Standing, Sophie
- *Roaming Free, #AK-4023*

Steele, Linda
- *Autumn Dance, #M-14008*

Steinhauer, Margarete
- *Staccato 2, #AS-2016*

Stepanek, Gail
- *Spot On!, #BPA-7007*
Stewart, Susan
  • *Moonlight Sonata*, #MQS-13003

Stone, Janet
  • *ABC Frippery*, #APL-5003

Stone, Karen K
  • *New Again*, #PCS-21020

Stracke, Andrea
  • *Andesine*, #MQH-11007

Sudberry, Christine
  • *Phebe*, #BPA-7011

Suzuki, Sechiko
  • *Attracted to Kalocsa Embroidery*, #H-10004

Takahashi, Sachiko
  • *A Sense of Nostalgia*, #P-19030
  • *Borderless*, #H-10022

Takayanagi, Kiyomi
  • *My Flower*, #H-10010
  • *Seeking Peace*, #PCL-20011

Takeda, Mariko
  • *Reminiscence*, #BPA-7006

Tarr, Timna
  • *Mississippi Meander*, #AS-2007
  • *Up Close and Personal*, #PPF-18011

Tatum, Betty Jo
  • *Pendragon*, #SD-22001

Terai, Chinami
  • *Flower Rondo*, #H-10009

Thelen, Dana
  • *Coppelia*, #MA-15005

Thomas, Gail E
  • *Master Gribble’s Parade*, #PS-17017
2018 Finalists in *Quilts: A World of Beauty*

Triemer, Carla
- *Name that Tune!*, #MA-15035

Triscari, Barbara
- *Power of Telecommunications*, #MA-15006
- *Rambutan Discoveries*, #SD-22008

Tronchoni Simo, Esther
- *Jewel Beetle*, #AK-4022
- *Who On Earth Lives Here?*, #FW-8017

Tuazon, Melanie
- *Women’s Work*, #G-9021

Tweedel, Melissa
- *Daisy Chain*, #APS-6006

Upton, Linzi
- *Beelzebub*, #MQF-12006

Vaca-Lambert, Mary Ann
- *Iris in Purple, Color of the Year*, #PS-17018

Vierra, Kristin
- *Karma Chameleon*, #MQF-12010

Villeneuve, Brigitte
- *Ice Fishing Village*, #G-9006

Vinegrad, Betsy
- *Mandala Mini*, #M-14010
- *New Directions*, #PCL-20034

Vinson, Mayleen
- *Selvage Siblings*, #BPA-7013

Waddle, Linda
- *Sunflowers*, #SD-22024

Wasilowski, Laura
- *Libby’s Leaves #2*, #MA-15020

Watanabe, Miyoko
- *Glass Sibare - Whereabouts of Cracks*, #AL-1001
2018 Finalists in *Quilts: A World of Beauty*

Watson, Camilla
- *Grand*, #PPF-18005

Webster, Suzy
- *Dotville*, #FW-8021
- *Order to Chaos*, #SD-22026

Welsch, Lynn
- *Maine Island Hike*, #MA-15029
- *Monhegan Island Village*, #P-19037

Wen, Chi Chen
- *Moonlight Night-1*, #N-16008
- *Moonlight Night-2*, #N-16009

Williams, Eileen
- *The Wild Surf*, #P-19027

Wilmarth, Hope
- *Encrypted*, #PS-17008

Wolfé, Victoria Findlay
- *Soigné*, #PCL-20035

Wood, Sophie
- *Love*, #PS-17023

Woods, Nancy
- *Eventide: The Remains of the Day*, #P-19012

Yamada, Mie
- *La Vie en Rose*, #G-9016

Yamaji, Sachiko
- *Always*, #APL-5009

Yokoyama, Aiko
- *40th Anniversary*, #H-10019

York, Kathy
- *Wedding Rings and Crossroads*, #PCL-20005

Yoshihara, Masami
- *Happy*, #APL-5013
2018 Finalists in *Quilts: A World of Beauty*

Yuriko, Ikuma
- *Variation 12, #H-10013*

Zahner, Mary
- *The Hope of Spring, #SD-22003*